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Information provided to H.E. Cardinal Mamberti and the Vatican Chancery Court regarding our Claim March 6 2005, January 19 2023 in seq:

We covered the process by which we literally give value to currency by trading actual goods and services for it.

We also covered the reasons that the Federal Reserve Note is failing as a currency and exposed the British commandeering of our National Credit as the base cause of this failure.

Next, we uncovered the role of the secretive and unlawful conversion of Americans into purported British Territorial U.S. Citizens via undisclosed registration of babies as the methodology supporting these Unlawful Claims.

Finally, we pointed out that our American Government is the only one with a fixed exchange rate enabling trade transactions to restore the value of the Federal Reserve Note.

Everyone on Earth who has holdings in this Reserve Currency should now be highly motivated to assist us in correcting this scandalous injustice and restoring the actual American Government to full function.

Now, having laid the groundwork, we move on to the actual subject of monetization of debt and the related subject of securitization of living flesh, also known as slavery.

It was a British Subject, Christopher Edward Harle Story FRSA, who first brought it forcefully to public attention and to the attention of the British Parliament that securitization is illegal in general, and that when applied to living flesh results in slavery.

Calling it by a different name in no way alters the criminality involved, whether it is engaged in on a private basis, or on a public basis, slavery and the process of enslavement by which a man's body and labor is sold for a pittance of upkeep, is just the same.

The securitization of flesh takes place via a process of personage.

First, the Perpetrators pretend that we are not people, but instead are things known as "Persons". A Person is a business or office or profession, a corporate entity, though not
incorporated. This unlawful conversion of our identity is accomplished via the undisclosed registration process that occurs when we are babies and which mischaracterizes Americans (and others, too) as British Territorial Citizens.

This undisclosed registration process then establishes the Legal Presumption that the Person thus identified is a British Territorial Subject and that the British Monarch owns them as a Ward of the State.

This at once defrauds and deprives the victim of his or her natural political status and standing, foists the obligations of British Territorial Citizenship onto them, and creates a "custodial claim and interest" in the assets of the victim, such that the British Monarch holds the "title" to their lands and homes and businesses as well as their "personal" property and income, all of which can be used by the British Monarch as collateral for HRM's Government to borrow upon.

This is the first round of enslavement, also known as "securitization" as in securing chattel property used as collateral to "secure" a debt -- in this case, debt owed by the British Monarch.

Next, a second PERSON is created, also operating under the Given Name of the victim, only styled in all capital letters: YOUR NAME. The process pretends that the British Territorial Person is next handed over to the care of the Pope, who accepts the poor, orphan waif as a Ward of the Church, and the same exact thing happens a second time, only this time, the victim is presumed to be a Municipal citizen of the United States, a debtor and sinner and collateral backing the Pope's debts from birth.

Both of these "persons", the British Territorial U.S. Citizen and the Municipal citizen of the United States, are considered to be things under the law, and to have no rights or protections or guarantees. Therefore these things can be enslaved, murdered, raped or what-have-you upon the whim of the King or the Pope, and they and all they possess can certainly be used as collateral backing debts.

The problem is that while they are busy pretending that we are inanimate things without substance, they are applying our Given Names to these things, and then presuming that we are responsible in the flesh for paying the debts of these things with our labor and our assets --- enslavement, in other words.

They also presume the right to tax these new "franchises" and to hold them accountable under the in-house laws, called "codes" at the international level and "statutes" at the level of the State-of-State franchises --- which is their so-called "private law" amounting to policies and regulations adopted by members of the corporation's Board of Directors or Board of Governors or "Legislature" or "Congress".

In this way, these Municipal Corporations have been evading the actual Public Law in this country and many other countries for decades and substituting the private policies of their corporations as if this were the public law the people are owed.
Most people have been fooled by this additional Substitution Scheme and are bewildered when they are summoned to appear in a corporation's private tribunal and addressed as "things" under a foreign form of law.

All of this "unlawful activity" has been pursued by the Municipal Corporations without disclosure to the General Public, and these Municipal Corporations have been allowed to profit from these deceits and to enforce their "law" on the General Populace with impunity, simply by keeping their mouths shut and never disclosing the unlawful conversion of people into persons and the False Registration processes at the bottom of it.

So now we see how the Perpetrators got away with securitizing living flesh and evading the Public Law and substituting their foreign corporation's internal "government" for the actual Government of the country.

All this duplicitous and self-serving and fraudulent activity results in the enslavement of the populous and the "securitization" also known as a "collateralization" of their property, including their labor, to pay the debts of those who have illegally, unlawfully, and immorally "latched upon them" and committed these crimes of personage against them under color of law.

This is nothing but a white-collar enslavement racket carried out in secret; the Roman Municipal Government may be happy, but in truth, slavery has been outlawed worldwide since 1926, the Roman Civil Law demands that anything tainted by fraud is to be considered null and void, and the Ecclesiastical Law under which we bring this claim, demands that the offending corporations be liquidated.

We are here as the Preferential Creditors and Claimants to receive back all our purloined property and also to fully inform the High Court of these illegal and unlawful activities, and also to object to the entire undisclosed birth registration process that has been applied to our General Population as a deliberate fraud in breach of trust and in violation of commercial service contracts owed to this country and our People.

We wish for all the deceptive and undisclosed birth registrations to be disallowed and set aside, along with all presumed citizenship obligations presumed to exist as a result of these registrations.

So that is how the unlawful securitization works, and we have seen how the Queen's Government seized upon our National Credit and misapplied it to their own benefit, resulting in undermining the value given to the Federal Reserve Note and also resulting in the appearance of a "National Debt" that doesn't actually exist.

The Monetization of Debt is another result of this central crime of personage, in which the Perpetrators pretend to have no knowledge of negative numbers and no way to actually pay a debt.

A negative number, for example, minus 1, is understood to be less than zero. When this is applied to accounting, negative numbers represent debt, zero represents being even with the
board, and positive numbers represent credit or profit, depending on which jurisdiction we are in.

This seems straightforward, normal, and innocuous enough until we entertain the notion of monetizing debt and having nothing with which to pay a debt.

We have now entered the realm of negative numbers.

As noted before, in order to pay a debt, substance must change hands: silver for apples, gold for oil, and so on.

What happens when an entire economy is set up to function on commercial paper -- debt notes and credit notes only?

It's literally impossible to pay a debt, because nothing of substance is being exchanged in such a system.

It's also impossible to accrue a debt, so long as the credits in such a system are properly applied.

We've already seen how misapplied credit wrecks a debt-credit monetary system.

The Queen's Government purloined our National Credit and used it for their own benefit instead of cancelling the corresponding National Debt, which created the appearance of an unpaid National Debt and caused the devaluation of the Federal Reserve Note via inflation (which is the next discussion) and because nobody appeared to give any value, that is, anything of substance in exchange for it, in almost a hundred years.

A debt can represent a form of asset, so long as a time limit is set on the debt repayment and the form and the amount of the future debt repayment is agreed upon.

A debt only owed "sometime in the future" is not sufficiently specific and defined to serve as an asset, so while such debts may exist, they aren't supposed to be put on a ledger.

However, this is precisely what the Municipal Corporations have done, using an arbitrary mechanism known as "the debt ceiling".

The debt ceiling purportedly provides a limit to the credit they can receive and spend until such time that the amount specified as "the debt ceiling" is reached and all "current debt" --- not all debt, only current debt --- must be met.

Otherwise, the debt is said to "default".

This is similar to any other debt, except that the actual date when it is due is a moving target, as the trigger is the amount of debt specified by the debt ceiling legislation and not a specific moment in time.
This jury-rigging results in a situation in which although there is plenty of credit and also actual assets to increase the debt ceiling or pay the debt down, the members of the Municipal Corporation Congress have to apportion the the credit to deal with the spending limit deadline--- and they can fail to do so.

They can simply sit on their butts and argue and let what appears to be the National Debt go into default, even with trillions of dollars-worth of credit sitting on the books ready to go.

However, and here's the rub -- the British Territorial Congress can never apportion physical assets to actually pay the debt, because they don't have the authority to touch our physical assets, only we do, and we haven't been in Session, so credit gets extended against our assets, but the bills never actually get paid. It's all been strung along like this for decades --- a process of kicking the can down the road and operating on someone else's ticket while promising to pay off all current debts when they reach the next debt ceiling.

This creates a big drama and gives the world the impression that "America" is on the ropes, and doesn't have the money or credit to pay the bills, oh, woe, is me! --- when in actuality, there is an almost infinite amount of credit and more than enough physical asset wealth, too.

The Perpetrators use this kind of hype and drama to justify imposing more taxes on their victims and they poor-mouth incessantly, tearing their hair about the non-existent National Debt and their own completely arbitrary debt ceiling, having rat-holed untold amounts of both assets and credit offshore and in gigantic Slush Funds that they try to ignore.

This entire situation leaves the Creditors of these Municipal Corporations between a proverbial rock and hard place, uncertain as to when we will get home and actually pay anything of substance again, and tired of extending them more and more credit, when they go bankrupt on a regular basis and threaten to default every time another arbitrary debt ceiling is reached.

The Creditors, then, have been forced to monetize "U.S. Debt" in order to keep things going. This bizarre practice amounts to declaring a value for the given debt in the form of asset-backed money, typically our United States Silver Dollars, and then pretending that physical asset has been transferred and you can now spend the value of that actual money as credit.

In this way, the Perpetrators have forced the whole world to deal in credit at the same time that they are themselves misapplying our credit to create their own National Debt, poor mouthing for new taxes and 87,000 new IRS Agents, forcing their Creditors to monetize their debt and spend it as credit, and all the while "blocking" and trading upon our gold and silver and other assets, so that no actual debts get actual payment.

Along with the counterfeiting spree unleashed by the Obama Administration against the Federal Reserve Note, this unlimited practice of allowing banks to monetize debt results in hyperinflation. All that debt monetization does is to dump more and more of the Reserve Currency onto the world market without adding any more value to it, which means that the Federal Reserve Note is further devalued --- like cutting a pie into more and more pieces and never expanding the size of the pie.
In effect, it resembles a giant debt-credit Ponzi Scheme, where everything is arbitrary and unreal, and the little guys at the bottom of the pile, the worker bees and military enlisted suffer the losses.

Some people consider the devaluation of the Federal Reserve Note to be a grand thing, because they think that it devalues the United States Dollar relative to the rest of the world currencies, but, once again, the shysters have fooled everyone with another Substitution Scheme. It isn't the actual United States Dollar that is being devalued.

The actual United States Dollar is gaining value with every turn of the screw, and to the Perpetrators, it doesn't matter if the Federal Reserve Note is pounded into oblivion. Their attitude is--- who cares if three billion people suffer and starve to death? We'll just buy up everything for pennies on a dollar again....

The Perpetrators are so out of touch with reality that they have forgotten what gives value to their money in all forms, and that their money may be rendered useless in all forms-- be it gold or paper, plastic or quantum digits. The Perpetrators of this miasma clearly don't understand the nature and purposes of money, what gives it value, and what causes it to lose value--- and they either don't care or don't see that the trouble they cause others must inevitably visit them, too.

We wish for the cooperation of the High Courts and the other Principals to recognize our unique position and ability to responsibly and quickly correct the imbalance in the world's monetary and commercial credit systems that all this criminality and self-interested fraud has created.

We are the only ones with the fixed exchange rate, deposit records, lower court decisions, historical knowledge and provenance, physical assets, release codes, ownership interests, commercial liens and lawful authority to do what has to be done.

We can expand the size of the pie and do it lawfully, fairly, and with goodwill.
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